
At thirteen with my catch, a ten-

pound lobster.

At sixteen on Captain Bill’s dive 

boat, the Peace, with a nice 

Calico bass.

Boat crews in BUD/S. (I’m on far R.)



The O-course cargo net, BUD/S First Phase, class 215.

Hell Week in BUD/S First Phase. Notice the telephone poles used for log 

PT, with “Ole Misery” near the end.



My !rst “stacked duck”—two 

Zodiacs tied together with G-12 

parachutes, about to be tossed out 

of a plane.

I am a new guy on exercises in 

Niland with an M-60 machine gun 

and 1,000 rounds.

GOLF platoon in Niland. (I’m third from R.)



With my sniper partner Glen Doherty, getting ready for a 1.5-mile swim 

this past summer.

My graduating sniper school class. (Front row: me, third from L; back 

row: Mike “Bear” Bearden, second from L; Glen Doherty, fourth from L.)



ECHO platoon doing perimeter patrol on the USS Cole. Notice the ship’s gaping 

wound, dead center.

ECHO platoon patch that 

I designed in late 2001.



Taking prisoners: Our nighttime 

takedown on the Persian Gulf.

On the eastern outskirts of 

Kandahar, driving into the city.

Meeting up with a group of 

Indigenous “friendlies” outside 

Kandahar.

With two “friendlies.”



ECHO platoon in one of the Task Force K-Bar compounds at Kandahar 

Airport. (Front row standing: Osman and I on L, Lt. Cassidy second from R.)

Processing incoming 

POWs at EPW camp at 

Kandahar.

Tarnak Farms: On this 

exact spot a SEAL was 

later killed by a land 

mine. (I’m on the R.)



More contraband found in the 

Zhawar Kili cave complex.

Zhawar Kili: an Al Qaeda 

recruiting poster (created pre-9/11).

Contraband found in the caves at Zhawar Kili; mostly 

ammo (a mix of American, British and Russian).



Weapons cache found at Zhawar Kili; notice the debris spread 

everywhere from air strikes.

Cooking chickens at the 

deserted village that 

ECHO platoon used as 

base of operations in 

Zhawar Kili. (L to R: 

Osman, me, Chief Dye.)

Destroying a weapons 

site in the Zhawar Kili 

area.



ECHO platoon at Bagram Air Base, after returning from Zhawar Kili. 

(Back row: Lt. Cassidy, tenth from L; Chief Dye, eleventh from L, Osman 

twelveth from L; front row: me, !fth from L.)

Demolition at Zhawar Kili.



ECHO platoon at Kandahar, after the Zhawar Kili mission, with JDAM 

our mascot. (With Lt. Cassidy, front row, fourth from L.)

Lt. Cassidy scanning the area at Prata Ghar.



At Kandahar, before the Prata Ghar mission. (Back row from L: Lt. 

Cassidy and me; front row on L: Heath Robinson.)

Major Mike (far R), our German brothers’ OIC.



Ahmed Kheyl ex!l; the red smoke is a marker so the ex!l helo can see 

both our location and ground wind direction.

With two German KSK buddies, "ying the Afghan colors at Ahmed 

Kheyl checkpoint.



Instructing a sniper school class on the basics of stealth and concealment.

A moment of silence at Bagram: commemoration for our fallen brothers 

immediately after the Roberts Ridge incident.



Sniper setting up for a shot at 200 yards from the target in the distance.

Sniper students in the stalking and concealment phase of training.



SEALs conducting a Gas and Oil 

Platform (GOPLAT) takedown.

In Iraq, supporting “the Client” in urban 

intelligence operations.


